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Sizzleburger cookbook on roblox

Welcome to SiddleBurger! What's a Sitzl Burger? Here at SitzleBerger we offer the best burgers and smoothies in all of Robloxia! You can visit our restaurant for a bite to eat, or become a worker and help us feed all hungry customers! For more than five years, we've been grilled to tons of fun, and you too can! Join our
growing community today to make new friends! SizzleBurger was founded by SylverAuthority on January 3, 2014. SizzleBurger Group SizzleBurger Twitter Rules at SizzleBurger, we strive to provide a safe and fun environment for our community. To do this, we have certain rules that you need to follow. Rules for all:
Respect everyone. Follow ROBLOX's rules and guidelines. You will be held accountable for everything you do. Think before you do anything. If you leave the group, you will not receive your previous rank if you return again. All game passes and product developer purchases are final. There's no money back. Staff rules:
Always use grammar when working at SizzleBurger restaurant. Stay professional, mature and courteous to customers. Always show a positive attitude when working. They don't cheat a points system when you're working. If you get caught, you'il be fired. If you are a chef, do not break the line in the kitchen to claim
orders. If you get caught, you'il be fired. Arrangement of burger ingredients in the preparation of items, more than the specified amount is not allowed and may lead to a warning and after termination. Customer satisfaction is important. The customer may not always be right, but he must always leave happy so that he can
return in the future. Don't ask for a raise. Every rank in the group must be earned in some way. If a customer violates a rule, report it to a member of the management team at the earliest opportunity. We want to make sure other customers have a great experience. Do your job and just do your job. Don't argue with your
colleagues. If there is a problem, please report it to a manager. Policy violation: If you violate a rule, you may receive a penalty or warning. Penalties are based on the severity of the violation and may consist of the following: Warning Temporary ban Permanent ban To waive your current rank If you notice that a member
is violating a rule, report it immediately to the management so that we can take care of it. Group restaurant games This game serves as our main game for our community. Here you can visit to order our great food, or work as an employee! training center in our training center, you can attend regular trainings to get a
better job and get a promotion! game work in our game work, customers can get an interview to to our team here at SizzleBurger! Meeting Centre In our meeting centre you can attend public group meetings when we have special special to do! The Customer or Patron of SizzleBurger are ranked. Noted Client These
members are either resigned members of the executive or important members. This rank cannot be won and you must be selected for it. Collaborator These individuals have contributed in some way to the group, usually with development or design. This role cannot be won and you must be selected for it. Rank Intern
Employee who has passed the interview and needs to be trained. Interns need to train so they can get a job here at SizzleBurger. To become an intern, visit our interview game! The cashier is tasked with greeting guests by ordering and submitting his order to the kitchen through the ordering system. To become a
cashier, you need to go through one of our training sessions as an intern. The experienced Cashier cashiers are cashiers who are more experienced and have achieved 150 points in the restaurant by working and doing their job. They are now allowed to attend training to become chefs. Cook chefs are tasked with
preparing all the food that our guests order and serve them after the order is made. Experienced Cook Cook cooks are chefs who are more experienced and have achieved 300 points in the restaurant by working and doing their job. They are now entitled to attend training to become a senior staff member. Senior staff
Senior staff are responsible for taking on any of the two main roles if we do not deal with any of them. They can't work as a cashier and a chef at the same time. In the restaurant, these members can choose whether they would like to work as a cashier or a chef. Typically, they must select a job that the current server is
insufficiently plugged in. For example, if there are several chefs, but many cashiers, they need to take on the role of chef. Shift Shift Leader leader are senior employees who have achieved 525 points by working hard and proving themselves in the restaurant. They can work as both cashiers and chefs during shifts and
can also become a management intern. Management members will look after talented Shift leaders to see if they are fit for the managerial position and prompt them. If the Shift leader gets 5 up, they become an intern in government. Trainee trainees are shift leaders who have proven themselves and received 5 upvotes.
Management trainees go through a mentoring process in which they are assigned a mentor who prepares and prepares them throughout the process to become a member of the management. Eventually, they are either submitted to a training assistant or unsuccessfully back to shift leader and are required to do the
whole process again. Chin Assistant Training Assistant are tasked with assisting the rest of the management team during training. If there are no higher members of the management of restaurant training assistants will take over. In order to ensure that in this rank, you need to switch to a mentoring program as a
management internship. Supervisors for restaurant-restaurant restaurant, who are responsible for the household and attend training sessions to train our employees. In the restaurant, they are responsible for helping managers ensure the smooth functioning of the restaurant without a problem. Restaurant Manager
Restaurant Manager managers are tasked with the general work of the restaurant and ensure that every aspect of the restaurant runs smoothly without problems. They can also conduct trainings and help staff train. Mentor management Mentors are tasked with mentoring newly trained trainees and making sure they are
well trained when they become a training assistant. Management mentors are also responsible for answering public questions and ensuring that restaurant operations run smoothly. Executive interns are responsible for helping executives perform some of their day-to-day duties and learning how to be a member of the
administration. They are also responsible for some basic management duties. EXECUTIVES are responsible for sizzleBurger's day-to-day operations. CEOs are divided into two main teams. The teams are community management and personnel management. Rank executive directors of community management The
executive officers of community management deal with everything that revolves around the SizzleBurger community. They manage public relations and our partners, deal with the group's events and lead the moderation team and mentoring program. The heads of the Community management team shall ensure that
SizzleBurger's communications remain effective while maintaining an actively engaged community. Executive directors of staff management The executive directors of the staff management deal with everything that revolves around the staff of the group. They shall be responsible for establishing and monitoring the work
of the staff, which shall include the management team and its resources. Those implementing bodies shall apply the rules and regulations, handle complaints and deal with complaints to ensure the proper conduct of personnel operations. Staff management executives encourage appropriate and professional behaviour to
ensure our employees meet our group's standards. Senior Administrative Rank Vice President The Vice President is responsible for managing the assigned team. They must ensure that everyone does their part without bias and in a timely manner to ensure that SizzleBurger operations are successful. President
&amp;quot;CEO President &amp;quot;CEO&quot; has the task of assisting the community owner in his day-to-day work. That person shall also be responsible for supervision of the administration and the Vice-President. Community owner The community owner is responsible for the overall exploitation of the community.
Training session session To get a promotion to Casa, Cook or senior staff, you need to attend and go through one of our trainings. Training sessions are hosted daily at the following times: Training schedule 1 session: 12:00 AM EDT | 5:00 BST 2nd session: 3:00 EDT | 8:00 BST 3RD SESSION: 07:00 AM EDT | 12:00
BST 4th session: 11:00 AM EDT | 16:00 BST 5th session: 14:00 EDT | 19:00 BST 6th session: 17:00 EDT | 22:00 BST 7th session 9:00 EDT | 2:00 AM BST All of the following times are in Eastern Daylight Time and Daylight Saving Time of Great Britain. We recommend that you use a time converter to convert time to
your time zone. If you plan to attend a training session, please plan to stay for the entire training period as you may miss important parts of it. You are allowed to go to AFK only for a certain period of time, any training. Going afk for too long or leaving the session will not get a raise. In addition, please plan to arrive 5-10
minutes before the training time when the server locks when the clock hits the time listed above. Once you have completed your training, you must be ranked on the server. Don't leave the game until your coach tells you you've been ranked and you can leave. If you can't quit training, don't give up! You have unlimited
chances to pass! Good luck! Partnership information thank you for your interest in having your community or organization become partners with SizzleBurger! SizzleBurger is always looking for other groups to collaborate and form positive relationships. To partner with us, we ask you to contact a member of our
community management department if you meet our requirements. Partnership requirements: a group must have at least 50 000 members. ◦ group must be active. ◦ A group must be organised and behave professionally. A group should be ready to shout and attend the events at The Sisele Burger. Representatives of the
group must communicate with our team. ◦ Group should not violate our rules of our games. SizzleBurger Cookbook If you have any further questions, feel free to contact every member of our management team for help. Thank you for being in different places in the SizzleBurger community! Best Censorship,
SilverAseconds, SizzleBurger Founder
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